
 

We are a 501c3 nonprofit dedicated to 

Learn a Traditional Art in one of the many classes we offer! 
 

To reserve a spot in this class, visit our website: 

www.traditionalartstoday.org and click Classes on the menu.  

We accept all major credit cards.  

Or contact us directly for check or cash payments: 

314 W. 9
th
 Street 

Ferdinand, IN  47532 

Phone: 812-998-2487 

Traditionalartstoday@outlook.com 

  “Kids Art Kreations” Series 
  Paint Your Own Birdhouse 

                    TOPICS COVERED 

 * Assembling the birdhouse       * Painting on wood  

 * Adding embellishments            * Creative decorating  

   CLASS DETAILS 
                    DATE                     TIME                                      SKILL LEVEL                             CLASS FEE 

     Wed., July 28, 2021      10-11:30 AM EST          This class is designed for beginners            FREE-$0.00 

             9-10:30 AM CST                but all skill levels are welcome             Class made possible 

                            from ages 8 & up.        due to the generosity of the

                            Menke Charitable Foundation.   
 

                       LOCATION                                               REGISTRATION         

                    Traditional Arts Today         To secure your spot in this class  

          9th Street Studio / Carriage House                    see details at top of page for                                   

                          314 W. 9th Street                       registration instructions or     

                       Ferdinand, IN  47532                                            use QR code at right  

CLASS INFORMATION 

Build, Paint and Decorate! During this class, we will give 

the children opportunities to explore problem- solving 

skills through a constructive, creative plan. This project 

enhances motor skills, focus and patience by following 

simple step-by-step instructions and building something 

from start to finish. This project also encourages creative 

expression through painting and decorating a beautiful 

wooden birdhouse. Participants will be able to take their 

completed birdhouse home with them the day of class.  
 

Please bring an apron or wear older clothes for paint 

splatters! 

Following the pandemic, our “Kids Art Kreations” Series continues!  Thanks to a generous grant from the Menke Charitable 

Foundation, the following classes are free and were created to expand our educational programs to  youth.   

Instructor: Angie Evans - Assistant: Sierra Evans 

Growing up, I learned how to draw from my dad. I thrived in art class and 4-H. Being creative comes  naturally.  I am drawn to 

bright colors and love all kinds of art.  Later in life, I took an oil painting class and it’s now my passion. A pastor once told me, 

“When God gives you special gifts, it’s meant to shared with others  and where there is passion, the sky’s the limit.” 

Please note: the  

picture is a sample - your 

bird house will reflect your 

own unique personality!  


